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PRESS RELEASE 
June 21, 2022 

 
ALTO Aviation welcomes Brandon Klisit as Senior Technical Sales Manager. 

 
ALTO Aviation, a leader in certified cabin audio systems and cabin control for all aircraft in 
Business Aviation, is pleased to announce that Brandon Kiplit has joined the company as Senior 
Technical Sales Manager. Kiplit will report directly to Kevin Hayes, ALTO Aviation VP of Sales & 
Marketing.  

Prior to joining ALTO, Brandon Klisit was Avionics Sales Manager with StandardAero, where he 
worked since 1999.  Prior professional experience includes IFR Avionics, Ameriflight, and 
Gulfstream Aerospace, in addition to serving in the U.S. Marine Corps.  

Brandon has extensive experience as an avionics installer, avionics technician, avionics crew 
chief, and avionics system engineer, with a deep knowledge of avionics system integration 
engineering, certification, installation, and operational checkout and troubleshooting on a wide 
variety of Business Jet aircraft.  Additionally, Brandon is involved with emerging technologies in 
the aviation industry, specifically cabin management, IFE, and connectivity solutions. 

"We are thrilled to welcome Brandon Kiplit to the ALTO Team. Brandon is a highly respected 
professional in our Business Aviation industry, with a wealth of experience in avionics, 
troubleshooting, and impeccable customer support. I am confident that Brandon will be a perfect 
fit for our aftermarket sales team. We look forward to the new opportunities that will be created 
as a result of Brandon joining ALTO." says Kevin Hayes, ALTO Aviation VP of Sales & Marketing. 
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"Working for an MRO provider, I have developed a great working relationship with the terrific 
team at ALTO over the last fifteen years. I have always been impressed with the innovative ideas 
and products that ALTO offers, along with their quality and commitment to customer service. 
ALTO offers solutions that integrate with existing cabin system architecture to give clients the 
most bang for their buck. I have always been a fan of this unique approach. I am thrilled to have 
joined this terrific team and excited to take part in our continued growth and success! " states 
Kiplit.  

 
 
About ALTO Aviation 
 
ALTO Aviation is an aerospace industry leader in premium cabin sound. Our team designs, 
manufactures, and distributes tailored certified cabin audio systems and Cabin Management for 
all aircraft types in Business Aviation. Our solutions include Digital Surround Sound, Immersive 
3D audio, VIP seat optimization, PA/Chime Systems, Bluetooth® audio, Cadence™ Cabin 
Management System, direct replacement Passenger Controls, and ALTO cabin control app. All 
our products are FAA TSO-C139 approved, sold to most major OEMs, and successfully installed 
by leading MRO companies worldwide. ALTO cabin systems engineers tune each cabin onsite for 
maximum installation optimization. Over 5,000 business jets fly with ALTO Aviation components. 
ALTO also manufactures precision sheet metal and machined parts for aerospace and multiple 
high-standard industries.  
 
If you would like more information, please visit www.altoaviation.com or contact Cristina Scarlata 
at cscarlata@altoaviation.com 
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